1. In this note we shall prove three inequalities suggested by the well-known analogy between matrices and complex numbers. These are the matricial analogues of the following simple numerical inequalities:
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To prove (2), which will imply (5), we must show k k (7) Max VI Vil -11 g 22 Pi (1 g ft g n).
This inequality (7) will be obtained, if we apply the theorem mentioned above to 8-V = B. In fact, according to the remark made at the beginning of this proof, the eigenvalues of H, V, and B are which implies ||i4 -(A+A*)/2\\ g\\A -H||/2 + ||ii"-4*||/2. This is precisely (9), since ||H-^*|| = |U-iij|. Then by the minimum-maximum principle:
(12) \i g pa (1 g i g w).
On Proof. We write The singular values of (U-V)/2i are obviously also those of (U-V)/2. Let Vi = V2= -■ -= Vn and «i^k2^ • • • ^k" be the singular values of (H+iI)~x and (if+iFj-1 respectively. Applying the inequality just mentioned to (15), we get ai+j+k+i ^ Ki+ifij+i7)k+i.
In particular:
(16) ai ^ Kipm (1|«^ ra).
On the other hand, from 
